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Sports summary

Wildcats win
EvCo biggies
The past week was a busy one for Central sports teams, and on the
whole, things'went pretty well.
Tom Lionvale's track team took a giant step toward regaining tire
Evergreen conference track title by besting the powerful Oregon
College of Education Wolves here Saturday.
Steve Slavens led the way to the 86-77 victory by winning the 100
in 9.9 and the 220 in 22 flat. In winning the meet, the 'Cats spikers
avenged a defeat at the hands of OCE last year that dethroned them
from their perennial spot atop the EvCo.
Dave Walker, the flying Scotsman, won the long jump with a
23'1/.i'' leap, and although that was a bit shy of his usual distance, he
,
got the five first place points anyway.
Walker also placed third in the 220, and anchored the mile relay
team.
Gary Frederick's baseballers, who more or less bottomed out a
couple of weeks ago when they lost their first three EvCo games at
OCE, continued their surge by winning their fourth, fifth and sixth
games in a row.
The Wildcats whipped Eastern Oregon's Mounties, who were in
first place in the conference before they got to Ellensburg last
weekend, three straight times, 8-3,6-4 and 12-5.
A massive hitting attack, led by outfielder R.J. Williams' eight hits,
paced the victories as the 'Cats clubbed out 38 hits, and scored 26
runs in the three game sweep.
The pitching was not exactly flawless, but with that kind of
offense, who needs it? Frederick's club is now 11-8-1 for the year
and 6-3 in EvCo play following their second straight three-game
'· sweep of an EvCo opponent.
Dean Nicholson's tennis squad, who won their fifth consecutive
match by whipping Eastern Washington at Cheney Wednes~ay, ran
up against the super-potent Seattle University Chieftains Friday and
bowed 8-1.
Although the Wildcat netters lost the team match, Ken Van
Amburg and Mark Morrill teamed up to record a major upset in the
doubles by upending Seattles heralded duo of Mike Prineas and
.
Warren Farmer 6-4, 6-4.
Stan Sorenson's golfers, fresh from a lopsided win over Big Bend
Community College, returned to action yesterday by competing in a
four-way meet with Eastern Washington, Whitman and Whitworth at
Spokane·. Check Friday's edition of the Crier for the results.
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by Kathy Degner
staff writer
Tomorrow night, Nicholson Pavilion will be rocked to the rafters
with the incomparable sounds of Roberta Flack.
Born thirty-two years ago in Ashville, N.C., Miss Flack began
playing piano at age four. At age 13, she competed in a statewide
segregated piano contest and placed second.
Miss Flack graduated from high school at 15 and received a full
~holarship to Howard University.
·
An English Teacher
Upon graduatio~ from HU at 18 with a bachelor's degree in music
education, she accepted a teaching job in North Carolina, qstensibly
to teach English Literature, but soon found herself teaching basic
grammar to twelfth graders in addition to being the only music
teacher for 1,30<;> students.
Miss Flack returned home to Washington, D.C., to spend the next
six years teaching school there. During part of that time she worked
as an accompanist to opera singers and also sang five nights a week at
a club.
Start of her career
Her professional career began when she was heard at a benefit
concert by jazz great Les McCann who immediately took her to
Atlantic Records.
Her three top selling albums "First Take", "Chapter Two" and
"Quiet Fire", as well as her two hit singles with Donny Hathaway,
"You've Got A Friend" and "You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling", ~nd
the nation's number one single "First Time Ever I Saw Your Face"
proved it to be a wise decision.
With her background in studying, teaching and performing, Miss
Flack is one of the mosr-accomplisMd musicians among today's pop
artists.
She does her own arrangements, chooses her own material and
writes music as well as accompanying herself on__piano. She shies
away from bagging her own music and says it's "just singing."
There's an old saying: "Do what you do best." Roberta Flack
does-and she does it better tlian anyone else.
Why did the Baha'is decide to bring Roberta Flack? One Baha'i
spokesman said that when she first went to Steve Mayeda, Good
Guys Productions manager, for help the club really wanted to get a
group called Seals and Crofts. Seals and Crofts is a folk rock duo
who are also Baha'is.
But, she continued, Mayeda was beginning to work on getting Ms.
Flack, so the Baha'is agreed to sponsor her. Her performance is
costing the Bahai's approximately $6,000.
Second billing
Appearing with Miss Flack will be "Osibisa", a seven-member
Afro-rock group making their first U.S. tour.
Members of the group include Teddy Osei, tenor sax; Sol Amarfio,
drums; Mac Tontoh, trumpet; Spartacus R, bass guitar; Wendell
Richards01:1, lead _guitar and vocals; Robert Bailey, organ; and
Loughty Arnao, also on tenor sax.
Originally from the West Indies and Africa, but now making
England their .home, "Osibisa" is currently on the . American
best-seller charts with their debut album for Decca Records, aptly
titled "Osibisa".
The name "Osibisa" means "rhythm" in the Akan language.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. concert are on sale in the SUB through
tomorrow. Advance tickets are $3. Tickets may also be purchased at
the door for $3.50.

\' ..
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T-group works_hop

Cat-a-log

Slides to be sho'Nn
of the Far West Delegation of
the Model United Nations of the
Slides of the Orient will be recent conference held in
shown at tonight's meeting of . Seattle.
the International Club in SUB
Anyone interested is welcome
103 at 7: 30.
to attend.
Susanne Perry, a member of
TESTING
the campus library staff, is the
The new testing dates for
featured speaker. Her
presentation includes discussions students taking the teacher
education battery for the first
of her recent tour there.
In addit!on to Ms. Perry, there time are April 29 and May 6.
will be a report by the members Either test mav be taken from
by Candy,Bonham
Cat-a-loQ editor

Take advantage
of the situation !
Person-to-person
calls can be
expensive.
Why not call
station-to-station
using your special
billing number
and save?

Garrard Prices Go Up May 1 !
If you need _a turntable, Now·
Is The Time! SEE 'EM at

R
DCRA
~ ~
. 4 oa N. Pearl .

962-2830

Electronics for Entertainment? 'STEREOCRAFT has it alt

APRIL SPECIAL!

SL55B
Base & cover
ADC 250-XE
Cartridge
Total Li.;t

s129so
.SPECIAL PRICE
Beat Th~ lnc~e·ase And SAVE!

FRESH STOCK OF ALBUMS av
ROBERTA FLACK and OSIBISA
All record purchases build credits toward free records.

8: 30 a.m. to noon or 1: 30 to 5
p.m.
The tests will be given at Black
101 and 102. There will be no
makeup tests.
SEMINAR
All interested students are
invited to attend the journalism
seminar Thursday in the SUB
small ballroom. The . political
science-sponsored activity will
be divided into two panels, one
from 9:30 a.m. to noon and
from 1-4 p.m.
Anyone interested in job
opportunities in journalism or
how political science and
journalism are related are invited
to listen and participate.

A training gr'lup focusing on communication skills will be offered
during May by the Center for Campus Ministry in cooperation with
local churches.
_The T-group will meet Monday evenings, May 1-22 at the Center ·
located at 11th Ave. and Alder St: Sessions will begin at 6 p.m. with
a light supper and end by 10 p.m.
. Rev. James Blundel of Grace Episcopal Church and Rev. Al Lustie
of First Baptist Church will be the leaders for this workshop.
Enrollment which will be limited to 12, is open to any interested
member of the community.
Cost of the wo.rkshop is $5 per person, and scholarship aid for
students can be obtained through any of the campus clergy.
For further information contact the Center for Campus Ministry
at 925-3196 or either of the leaders.

Financiaf aid forms

PAVILLION OPEN
Nicholson Pavillion will be
open on weekends from 1-4
p.m. for basketball, handball and
weight lifting activities.

Applications for summer National Defense Loans are available in
the Office of Financial Aid, Barge 209.
According to John Liboky, director of Financial Aid, the
application forms for a summer N_ational Defense Loan should have
been completed and returned by last Friday. Notification of
summer National Defense loans will be made by May 12.
Financial Aid applications for the 1972-73 school year are still
available: Even though the deadli,ne dates have passed, applicatiom
still will be accepted and awards of aid will be made as tunds allow.
Also students who need summer jobs are encouraged to start
looking immediately. From all indications, it appears that jobs will
be more difficult to find this summer.

SPECIAL ED MAJORS
Notice to all special education
majors: Please check the bulletin
board on the second floor of
Black Hall. This notice concerns
preregistration information for
summer and fall quarters.
Those planning to take
practicums remember to pick up
the applications forms in Black
206.
MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
·The Mountaineering Club will
meet from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. on
Thursday in SUB 103. The
speaker for the meeting will be
Gordon Ip. Slides on "Hiking in
Grand Canyon and the North
Cascades" will be shown.
The club will plan future
activities such as climbs on Mts.
Hood and St. Helens and hiking
expeditions.
All interested students are
welcome.
SUMMER JOBS
The Office of Financial Aid is
attempting to contact employers
on local, state and national
levels. All job openings will be
posted on the bulletin board
outside the Office of Financial
Aid, Barge 209.
BAH.NI
"O my God! 0 my God! Unite ·
the hearts of Thy servants and
reveal to -them Thy great
purpose." '
For information on the Baha'i
faith, call 925-1970.
SPURS APPLICANTS
Applications to join SPURS, a
sophomore women's service
club, are available from the head
residents of all co-ed and
women's dorms.
If you are interested or have
any questions, contact Patti
O'Neill at 963-2513.
Applications must be
submitted to either a head
resident or a SPURS member by
Friday.
Bridge lessons ~
The Bridge Club meets every
Tuesday at 7 p.m~ in the SUB
small ballroom. Lessons are
available upon request .

The Office of Financial Aid is attempting to contact employers on
a local, state and national level. All job openings will be poste,d on
the bulletin board outside the OFA office.
Students who have filed financial aid applications for the 1972-73
school year who are presently on work-study employment and
would be interested in possible work-study placement during the
summer months should contact the financial aid office after May 1.

Guthrie in Seattle
One gets the chance to hear sounds of "Alice's Restaurant" this
Friday night as Ario Guthrie takes the stage at Paramount Northwest
in Seattle.
/
Guthrie, son of the famous songwriter Woody Guthrie, began his
professional career in 1966 and performed the song "Alice's
Restaurant" at the 1967 Newport Folk Festival.
Then, in '69, a film, using the same title, was adapted. from the
song. As a result of the film, which received wide critical praise,
Guthrie's album became a best seller.
This instant popularity which Guthrie received brought him great
demand on shows such as Dick Cavett, Johnny Carson, David Frost,
Johnny Cash and the Today Show.
Besides "Alice's Restaurant", Guthrie has had three successful
albums, "Running Down the Road", "Washington County", and
"Arlo".
The concert, scheduled for 8:30 p.m. at Paramount Northwest, is
presented by Northwest Releasing and KOL Radio. Tickets are
available at regular Seattl~ suburban outlets.

Tournament sign-up
A table tennis tournament under the direction of Gerry Hover,
director of Recreation and Social Activities, will be held in the new
games room in May.
- Sign-up for the tournament begins today and ends May 1. Sign-up
sheets will be posted in the dormitories, dining halls and the SUB.
The tournament will include men's singles and doubles with a 75
cent fee for ·participation in each event. The money raised from the
fees will go for trophies presented to the winners of the tournament.
An organizational meeting for all table tennis entrants will be held _
in the SUB Pit at 7 p.m. May 1.
Sign-up for the badminton tournament May 1, will be extended
until Friday. All interested students sign-up in room 106A Nicholson
Pavilion from 8-10 p.m.
For further information contact John Kilpartrick in the Veteran's
Affairs -Office or Hover in SUB 102.

Outdoor Portraits, Placement Files
Graduation Pictures

CHEAP SHOTS, LT~.
Whatever You Want
TOM VIERLING

LOW PRICES
963-2143

Stereocraft Customers enloy many other advantages
I

-Pick Up Our Brochure!

Ellensburg

925;.2155

25c per line

.963-1026

Anderson converts

to apartments
by .Debbie Berto
staff writer
This summer, Anderson Hall will undergo a $125,000 change to
become single student apartments._
.
The rooms that now hold four students will be converted to
two-bedroom living areas with living room, kitchen, and ·bath for
three students each. The large bedroom and the living room will be
carpeted.
The present north and south recreation areas will become
two-bedroom apartments for four students each. The lounge area
will be left as it is.
There will be 32 apartments when the change is finished, in time
for fall quarter. It will house about 100 students.
Each apartment will have about the same square-footage as the
Student Village two-bedroom units and will cost the same per
quarter.
Realization
The idea came out of the realization that college apartments
always are filled while the dorms are not, explained Wendell Hill,
director of Auxiliary Services.
A study was made of seven dorms to decide which could be most
easily converted. Anderson Hall was selected.
The study was made by the Facilities Planning and Construction
Department and the preliminary work was done by Pat Riley from
this department.
Next year, Courson Hall will be co-ed. Hill said that with Moore
Hall changing to co-ed this quarter and Anderson changing to
apartments in the fall, it would leave housing short on spaces tor ·
men. Courson as a co-ed dorm will help alleviate this problem.
"Courson Hall also will fill the need for more men on lower
compus," said Hill. He said that many girls move to upper campus
because of a man-shortage on lower campus.
Nine to 10 years ago, Carmody and Munroe began eating at
Commons Dining Hall at the request of lower campus women. Now
that North is open, in place of Carmody-Munroe, these men
continue to eat at Commons to help even out the ratio.
Dorm Segragation
Even with Courson as a co-ed dorm, the Housing office will still
ma~ntain choices among the segregated dorms.
Next fall Kamola, Sue Lombard, Hitchcock, Wilson and the
Women's Co-op will be open for women.
Men will have a choice of Sparks, Beck and the Men's Co-op,
Kennedy and North Halls.
Along with Courson on the co-ed list will be Muzzall, Barto,
Whitney-Stephens, Meisner, Davies, Quigley, Moore and Student
Village Co-ed.

Job fair set for veterans
Job-seeking veterans will have
an opportunity for a face to face
"confab" with local and
worldwide employers at the first
National Veterans' · Job Fair,
scheduled for April 26-27 from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the North
Fort Lewis Field House.
Veterans are promised free bus
service by McChord Air Force
Base and a chance to tell
prospective employers about
their skills and talents in
''hands-across-the-table"

interviews, according to a
spokesman for the fair's
sponsors - Gov. Dan Evans,
Tacoma Mayor Gordon
Johnston and Maj. Gen.
Alexander Bolling, commanding
general of Ft. Lewis.
W i 11 i am Ayers, former
congressman from Ohio .and now
assistant to the national
chairman of Jobs for Veterans,
will participate in this two-day
job fair.
--

WAY-OU?
WEST
PABTNEBS
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Also hosts films

Fine-arts sponsors exhibit
by Nicholas Gard,.i:::r
staff member
Fine arts is presently
sponsoring a two-man
professional art exhibit in the
gallery of the Fine Arts building.
and a film series in the SUB
small ballroom.
A string of film shorts is
presented by fine arts every
Thursday from 7: 30 to 9 p.m. in
the SUB, according to Ron Rigg,
gallery director.
Library films of such
memorable characters as Charlie
Chaplin and Laurel and Hardy
make up one part. Underground
Film, Inc. such as flicks of Buck
Rogers, make up another. And
"Masters of Venus", showing
one of eight chapters each week,
complete the combination of
flicks.
Admission is free but
donations are accepted.
The gallery exhibit features
works of Bruce Cory, New York
jewelery artist, and Capt.
Michael Glass, London sculptor.
It is open to the public daily
between 8 a.m. and noon and
1-5 p.m. until Friday.
Glass has shown art in the
Victoria and Albert Museum in
London. His sculpture is, Rigg
explained, "a . dynamic exercise
in plexiglass, polished aluminum,
glass and astroturf."
Extreme visual effects and

dynamics, Rigg pointed out,
typify Glass' work. Rigg said
Glass is concerned with funk
meaning. _ Glass once described
funk as, "art that has organic
humor," Rigg said.
Cory's advice to exhibit
spectators in the gallery was,
according to Rigg, "When you
look at my show, look with your
eyes shut 'cause the visible
element distracts from the
theme."
This bizarre statement seems
congruent with Cory's
minC:-puzzling jewelry exhibits.

VD seminars
VD informational seminars are
being made available to campus
residence halls upon request
from the Department of Health
Education. For further
information contact Al
Davidson, 963-2483; Dr. Moore,
963-2483; or the Health Office
at 96"3-1791.

Day Division or Evening Division

ii

The University of Puget Sound School of Law
is now accepting application:. for the first
c.lasses, starting in September. You may op
ply by submitting your grade point average
and college d~gree The Law School Admission Test is a bo required. For further in formotion and application forms, wri~e to the
University of Puget Sound Sch-ool of Law,
Dept. CP-4, 8811 South Tacoma Way, Ta
coma, Washington 98499. Or call (206)

~-
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Specia-1 Onlv

4th & Main

One exhibit is four of a six-piece
wall ornament which allows a
private "rotating art show" by
hanging a different one on your
wall every pO weeks.
Rigg says - of Cory's larger
works, "It reminds you of
four-foot pieces of jewelry."
A national photography show
will follow the Cory-Glass
exhibit. This will open on May
1.
The show will feature w'orks
of art · produceG- through
photographic methods rather
than traditional photography.

SHOE SOLE

Jieavy Canvas,
Machine Washable
Mens sizes 6 ~-1 2
Boys 2~-6%
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Budgetcutnotover
The athletic budget cut of last week is not over yet or so say those
in Nicholson Pavilion.
The members of the Committee on Joint Student Fees maintain
that a decision has been made and that they don't have any plans to
change their stand.
We don't know whe.ther or not the cut in athletics is justified. It is
a difficult judgment to make and we have to examine both sid~s
thoroughly before making any commitments either way~
Those working on the Joint Student Fees budget, had a difficult
time deciding which direction they would choose, exploring the
avenues with great care.
"There are only so many dollars,'' one committee member said,
"and we had to decide where our priorities were."
Athletes are rallying to fight the budget recommendation with a
giant petition drive. Each person taking a petition around is
obligated, we're told, to give the facts surrounding the committee
decision and explain the other areas that had to be funded.
All of the decisions were difficult and we have no answers.
However, we do suggest that students weigh the facts and make their
own decisions.

Reforms sought

'

Long range budget '71-'72
Womens Athlet.ics '\
Mens lntramurals

Men's Athletics $69, 355
Recreation

53.3%

$26,570

Fine Arts

$3.,.104- 2.3%.

Prisons and prison reform have been a continuing point of
Forensics (Debate)
controversy in this country for a number of years and the concern
$2,425 1.9%
seems to be growing ..
Drama
Not only are people on the outside raising points of interest, but
the prisoners themselves have joined the battle for prison reform. .
We support their effort and encourage members of this
community to become involved in a concerted drive to make the
prison a center for reformation rather than degradation.
Last year a group of Pennsylvania . prisoners formed the Budget area
Proposed
Requested
Imprisoned Citizens Union in an effort to cope with and change the _ _. . . ; ; ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - prison system. ·
The complaints they voice are as follows: prisoners beaten and Men's athletics
63,643
86,545.25
killed by prison guards; indiscriminate use of chemical mace; lack of
proper food, medical treatment, religious rights; abuse of the Drama
11,000
7,770
mentally ill; abuse of the youth offender; slave work at 15 cents per
day; the use of torture devices like the "sweat box", "wall chains",
5, 100
2,487
"wrist clamps", "Goon Squad beatings", "underground solitary Fotensics
dungeons", and a move to eliminate s_elf-respect. ·
,
Founders of the Imprisoned Citizens Union contend that the Music
12,025
6,567
above mentioned violations do occur by "the very same people who
have sworn to uphold the law".
2,684
3,200
Idealistic as many may seem at this time, the ICU outlines the Fine arts
following objectives in their push for reform in the prison "crime
factories": the firing of incompetent employees; elimination of tpe Recreation
31,254
41,962
torture devices; provision to prisoners of proper food, medical
treatment, religious freedom; right to vote to prisoners from their
6,470)
cells; political freedom; unobstructed access to the courts and the Men's ;ntramural
7,505
media; the right to support legislation to eliminate nationally hunger
~iefn~:i~ar~rid to assist groups that would bring an end to the Women's athletics
8,986

Proposed long range ·budget '72·'73

10,300

. · "We the Imprisoned Citizens Union do not kid ourselves," they
write, "for we fully realize that our opponents in this battle are
powerful, wealthy, influential and 'possess that 'Holier than thou'
image, while we prisoners have nothing but a social stigma that has
prejudiced many people against us. However1 with the help of a
progressive and enlightened citizenry we are hoping that our goal
may be att~ined."
·
For additional information concerning prison reform and the
Imprisoned Citizens Union, write P.O. Box 4731, Philadelphia, Pa.
19134.

Ethnic Studies

10,000

-

3,500

For additional Joint Student Fees information, see story page 9

Editor's focus

'Budget: a matter of priorities
by Roger Underwood
sports·editor
A laboratory newpaper of the
department of journalism of
Central Washington State'
College published Tuesdays and
Fridays during the academic
year except during examination
weeks and holidays. Views
expressed are those of the
students, staff anq editors, not
necessarily CWSC. Advertising

material presented herein does
n o t n e c es sari l y i mp l y
endorsement by this newspaper.
Mail Subscription pric~, $1 per
quarter or $3 per year, payable
to the CAMPUS CRIER, CWSC,
Ellensburg, Washington, 98926.
Entered as second class matter at
the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,
Washington, 98926.

Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Advertising Manager
Adviser
Business Manager

Pete Delaunay
Elliott Grieve
Sandi Dolbee
Dave Larson
Glenna Moulthrop
Roger Underwood
Gary Stewart
Dave Walker
David Evans ·
Rich Toyer

Debbie Berto, Candy Bonham, Chris Boushey, Kris Bradner,
Paddy Cottrell, Kathy Degner, Scott Dorr, Mark Grozhans, Nick
Gardner, David Harrington, Bill Irving, Teresa Kade, Wanda
Miller, Glenna Moulthrop, Gary Myers, Bob Nelson, Phill Proteau,
John Sheeley, Phil Smithson, Karla Stakston;.
Karen Sybouts,,
---·~ _Mike

Mccomas and Tom vlerlirur.•

Well, it's happened. This year's Joint Student
Fees Committee has performed its yearly
operation by taking the knife to one of the
finest small college athletic programs in the
entire nation.
The committee, in approving a $7 ,500 cut for
the intercollegiate athletic budget, has done
finally what many individuals who are directly
associated with this campus didn't think could
happen.
Unfortunately, 'it has.
In the past few weeks, I've heard and read
many arguments both pro and con in regard to
the committee's proposal. Some made sense,
some didn't.
Admittedly, there were just as many empty
statements in opposition to the budget proposal
as there were blank statements in support of it.
In opposition to the budget were the
expected arguments like "Central's always been
great in sports, so why are you butchering
them?" Ahem.
Then the pro-budget people would come
right back at the athletic supporters (excuse the
play mi words) with such concrete statements
as "Athletics ought to be cut because there isn't
that much interest in them anymore.'~ Oh,
really?

One of the few definite conclusions that I
derived from the April 14 hearing was that
there are a lot of potential politicians around
here. That is, they can talk a lot and still say
·very little.
As far as this writer is concerned, the whole
number is simply a matter of priorities. It is a
matter that should be viewed objectively in
regard to what programs contribute the most to
this college and it's student body as a whole.
So there are students at this school that never
attend an athletic event. The athletic program
then gives them zilch, right? Hardly.
Did they ever consider the possibility that the
proficiency of our athletic department just
might mean more people and money for this
school, which just might add a bit to their
education?
I think the Joint Student Fees Committee
failed to consider all of the ways this college
has benefited from intercollegiate athletics and ·
how much it will not benefit from them in
years to come if future budget committees
don't adhere to their job of responsibly
representing the institution and its· students as
a whole.
The most recent one hasn't.
I hope that their job as committee members
has not biased their view?>oints as students.
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Letters fo Crier ·

Non-liberated 'Norilan
not With library staff
To the editor:

mother of two was in any way
affiliated with the library.
She did not even say that the
incident . she referred to took
place in the college library. She
just circumscribed it as "that
building of .buildings which
houses everything from the
Dewey Decimal System to the
New York Times Reading
Room."

Ms. Dolbee's article on
"Separate, But Equal
Bathrooms" prompted some
users of the college library to
search for the suspicious older
woman of the _story among the
library staff.
Needless to say, we could not
find anybody to fit · the
description.
All of our human resources
There are quite a few libraries
answering to the call letters Ms. which still use the Dewey
are "super Ms.," neither old, nor Decimal System, thus Ms.
suspicious, and they would not Dolbee's story could have taken
dare to interfere with the place in a number of places. It
research activity of people who was a good story.
know what they are doing.
Actually, Ms. Dolbee did not
Victor Marx
say that the non-liberated
Bouillon Library

Principal commends Crier
To the editor:
I would like to tell you that I
have watched the quality of the
Crier improve steadily until I
feel it is now a very firie college
newspaper ..
I feel your coverage of events
and the reporting is very fair and
honest.
I hope the students at Central

realize and appreciate the efforts
of the Crier staff and their
efforts to provide CWSC with a
first class paper.
Please pass my sentiments on
to the staff.
Sincerely,
George Carberry, Jr.
Principal
Sultan High Scho.ol ·

Bikers disregard walkers
To the editor:
. Let me firs~ state that I dig
bikes and I hope to raise the
money for one soon. I also liked
the issue of the Crier which was
generally devoted to this subject.
What I don't like is the
apparent disregard for
pedestrians shown by bikers on
the campus walkways. I realize
the strong temptation to fly
down the mall when you're late
for a class or if you just feel good',
but when the sidewalks are
congested with people, at least
some caution should be used. It
hasn't been, and we all know it.
I have seen five bike collisions
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Athlete questions budget cut
To the editor:

probably the loss of students
due to the cut.
Someone at the meetings
suggested that they don't want
Central to be known as a "jock
school." It is almost inevitable
that that's what we are and the
kind of people this attention
maws, brings in enrollment
money and state money plus
gives them the chance to further
their owri personal interests and
occupations regardless.
Our student government is
supposedly representative of the
students here and for the
improvement of them and the
school. Personal opinion and
prefabricated opinions are out of
place in your position.

athletic department if you have
doubts:
Swimming, fourth in nation
'7 2-; sixth '71;
Wrestling, fourth in nation
'72; first '71;
Gymnastics, fourth in nation
'72;
Cross Country, sixth NAIA
'71; Conference champs '71.
The NAIA has the highest
academic requirements of its
athletes as compared to the
NCAA.
Central is known . more as a
drinking school in this 'area
rather than an athletic school.
Lack of encouragement through
funds will not diminish this
reputation.

This is mainly directed at ASC
President Steve Harrison and the
controversial subject of cutting
the athletic budget.
Mr. Harrison, you seem to
have myself and many others
baffled as to the stand you are
taking on this issue. Many valid
sides have been presented to you
from the school, the ASC and
the community of Ellensburg
concerning the need for a cut in
the athletic budget.
Yet you still took the stand
you had before discussion
started. My question: is this
majority representation as you
so claim?
If this issue was so important
Our national government is a
as to the future of students, why
lot
of times in the same spot but
was it ·not taken before us in a
fair petition or referendum we try to be better than they,
instead of "talking it over with a · now don't we? Or do we?
Because a few people don't
few people in the dorms" as you
like
some things they should
said you did?
I live off campus and have also voice their opinion before the
talked to people, as well as read people and not behind their
in the Crier. Your ideas seemed backs. Why again was this issue
preconceived and you were not not presented to the majority in
a referendum or petition form?
about to ·change them.
If you say that we don't have
No person with any aspect of
the position you as president of time or the apathy of .the
ASC
took,
could
have students .,is too great then why
conceivably done such a thing. It does the student government
seems rather obvious to me and exist?
It seems people in the ASC
others on this campus that this is
originally set out to rebuke the
what you did.
Central has an enrollment of apathy of the students. How did
probably less than 7,000 it end up in the ASC office? It
students. The University of was a good political move, Mr.
Washington has 30,000 and Harrison, don't listen, just act on
Washington State University y o ·u r o w n p e r s o n a l
somewhere near 15,000. How influence.
can you p_ossibly expect
One more thing about
someone to pay extra for what recognition and the sports to be
he was paying already?
dropped. Check this with the

Sincerely,
Steve Slavens
Athlete and student

_great ·
night for

Kentuc!<Y _
Fried Chicken®

and one injured pedestrian. I just
got hit myself today. Until
something can be done (such as
painting bike paths on the malls
or something), I don't exactly
relish the thought of walking
scared stiff on the mall and
Tuition and fees have gone up
dreading the sound of an
close
to 100 percent in two
I
approaching bike, but that's
years
as
well as housing, and you
exactly what I'm doing now.
expect someone to pay extra
Black and White
money
from
his
pocket.
Photography Speci a Ii sts
Biking is cool, but for God's
The idea will prove impractical
sake don't use them as
Ellensburg
92S-21 SS
two-wheeled phallic symbols. because of enrollment and
Cars are bad enough.
.,-----------------------~---------------------------------------------=:::::::::~

Colonel ·

CHEAP SHOTS LTD.

Sincerely,
Smitty
(a student)
.

DOWNTOWN
~

All letters to the ~ditor of the Crier are welcome. Such contributions
will be printed as space allows.
In order to be printed, letters must carry the full name as well as the
address and phone number of the author. Letters which are unsigned
or are signed with pseudonyms will not be printed.
Correspondence must by typed and limited to 250 words or less. The
editor reserves the right to edit for matters of libel. No letters will be
returned.
The Crier Office is located in SUB 218.

WE SELL PANTS
&TOPS
WE SELL TO BOTH KINDS -

THE CENTER FOR CAMPUS MINISTRY
-·
.

sponsors a

T-Group in Communicatio~ Skills

Mond~y Ev~nings,

May· 15-22
Cost: $5.00 per person
'

For further Information call _the
Center-925-3196

BEST BRANDS
BEST FITS

BEST VALUES
ALL SIZES
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Ballroom becomes
new movie theater
by Karen Sybouts
staff writer

usual 7 5 cents-, but the movies
will be better and the
environment more comfortable.
The new movie screen will be
13' x 30', large enough for
cinemascope film. There will be
sound drapes on the sidewalls
with a full curtain on the front
wall to pull over the screen when
not in use.
The overhead speaker system
will include six speakers
controlled directly by the
projection room. A new
projection room will be built
and 600 padded chairs will fill
the ballroom.
. Downstairs students will have
access to food, drinks and
cigarettes. while waiting for the
movie.
The audience won't roast in
warmer months because the SUB
is furnished with both heating
and air-conditioning.
Central's new contract with
Warner Bros. will bring some
fantastic new selections of .
movies for the coming year.
Movies like "M* A*S*H* ,"
"Diary of a Mad Housewife,"
"Patton," "Bob, Carol, Ted &
Alice" and "Summer of '42"
will be showing.
The setting and quality of the
movies ·in the future will be
worth more but the price will
remain the same.

The new location for the ASC
movies has been moved to the
SUB small ballroom, which will
be furnished permanently for
this.
·
In the past when the movies
were shown ·at McConnell and
Hertz, crowds froze in the
winter waiting outside for the
building to open.
· While they were waiting, there
was no access to food or drink.
Not many people cared to wait
half an hour outside, where they
were cold and hungry, just to
watch a 75 cent movie.
Many of the movies weren't
shown very effectively because
of faulty sound and projection
in the auditoriums, said Gerry
Hover, director of Recreation
and Social Activities.
Also, the movies shown
weren't the most popular on the
charts and weren't worth 75
THIS ISN'T how the small SUB ballroom is equipment is on the way. For now, however,
cents. ·
:oing to look forever. It is being converted into students · are greeted ~Y old chairs and
For the time being, used
(photo by Stewart)
a bit of a theatre for the campus flicks and new make-shift props.
chairs, a large screen and the
best projector around were used
in the SUB.
However, Hover has ordered
all new equipment that will
The Composer's Forum is alive Paul Creston, professor of music,
The scores then will be sent. convert the ballroom into a
and well again this year and will and Clifford Cunha, assistant back to Central for the final regular movie house.
be existing in Hertz Music Hall. professor of music, before they judging which will take the form
The charge still will be the
of a concert.
Composers from all over the are processed any further.
campus will be vying for the first
The compositions then will be
The final judges for the Forum .
place prize of $25. Second and sent to a music professor in this
third place prizes will be $15 state who will act as a will be Doug Knott, instructor
Several ideas were presented at the highway department, met
of music at Yakima Valley
and $10.
preliminary judge.
a meeting between state highway with representatives from
College;
Coyn
Burnett,
The final date for submitting
He will judge the scores and
officials and local bike Central 's Recreation Club,
the musical compositions is next list them in order from what he Ellensburg High School choir enthusiasts on campus last week Ellensburg Park and Recreation
teacher;
and
Hall
Macklin,
Friday.
feels is the best composition to
associate professor of music at to plan an exclusive bicycle ride. Department, Friday Club, Byke
The scores will be analyzed by · the worst.
Tentatively scheduled for May Shoppe of Ellensburg and local
Central.
2 8, it is awaiting official residents.
A proposal for a bike clinic .
The final concert will be announcement of the exact date
presented May 29.
by Gov. Dan Evans, according to .was made to check the fitness of
the bicycles.
Each individual composer will District Engineer Tom Gray.
Gov.
Evans,
he
said,
is
expected
- Other discussion centered on
be responsible for organizing a
performing group to present his to make the announcement by making this a nationwide annual
May 2 or 3.
event.
composition for final judging.
The ride will take place on the
Another meeting is scheduled
Any interested composer can Canyon Road between
obtain more details from Hertz Ellensburg and Yakima.
for May 2 at 7: 30 p.m. in SUB
music office.
John Hilton, spokesman for 206.

Composers vie for cash

Bike ideas presented

SUMMER RENTALS
PIONEER VILLAGE
14TH &DSTREET .

I

LEEN

!<NITS'

3 BEDROOM UN ITS
FURNISHED AND %UTILITIES

J

I

Lee Double Knit Jeans.
1
The ultimate in
comfort. style and
/
fit. Plus high
,
·performance ·
~
durability. Lee's are
great for sailing. Or anv
fun activity. Navy, Chocolate, ,..:...

Light Blue, Caramel, Raspberry

16.00

1~!~~
\ \' ····-'/ j
\. '-··-- /
''""~-:--·""

RESERVE NOW
CALL 925-9727
Only 2 BLOCKS FROM ANY PART OF CA"'PUS
YES, LAWNS FOR SUNBATHING
WASHROOM TOO-

PIONEER VILLAGE
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Food services now making profit
Kris Bradner
staff writer

by

that there is a "real possibility"
of having a pub as soon as
18-year-olds cu drink legally.

Opened with $18,000 debt

The SUB food services are
finally getting out of debt and
making a profit.
The services opened this year
with a debt of $18,000, but with
.new management the SUB is
getting enough revenue for
maintenance.
SUB food manager, Marshall
Erickson, said l!usiness has
"gone very well, with very few
complaints the last two
quarters."
He said that the success "can
be boiled down to putting out a
product that is acceptable to·
students and by keeping a sharp
eye to portion."
In this way it is possible to
keep the cost down. "If you
take our operation and compare
it with other food places close to
campus," he said, "we are lower
or the same, as far as prices go."
Erickson said that they have to
charge as much as others do.
One reason is that a larger
volume of supplies were
consumed this year than
expected. Reordering is more
expensive, as "bid" rates are no
longer possible.
Also, food prices have gone
up.

Editors vote
for Nixon,

McGovern

"But," he said, "because of from 4-8:30 p.m. daily and more
the volume consumed this year of the food crew are being
we will increase our volume for trained to expand this program.
next year's bid. They (the Erickson s~_id that the pizza is the
companies) tend to bring prices "best in town."
· ·
down for a larger order, so we
The future for the SUB food
may be able to decrease prices services looks good. Mexican
this fall."
foods may soon be served.
Also, cooks are ·experimenting
Burger bar to close
with
a variety of salads, desserts
It appears that the Burger Bar
of former years will not be and sandwiches and . a low-cal
reopened. The entire cooking food line may be added this fall
area would have to be revamped along with . more specials that
to satisfy fire regulations, would be a "real savings to
costing $650 to $1,000.Erickson students."
The atmosphere will soon
does not think the bar is needed.
undergo a change too. Drapes, a
Instead, the SUB has opened fountain, art pictures and an
the successful ice cream parlor in improved food pick-up area are
its place. Erickson said, "The planned for the main room.
students have really taken to it"
The small banquet room may
and with its addition; business is be made into a "night club"
better tfian ever.
offering steaks, chicken, dancing
Other specialties have been and entertainment.
Also, a special lunch room
added to the menu. For
example, pi.zza is being offered - might be opened. It would offer

J

'Ecology dying move'

. L~arn to be a pil~t.
Fly 10 yog~},~pare time.

Res~x:v~'s Undergrad-

ge t
3-SC-42

Information
offere'd

AIR FORCE RESERVE
DIRECTORATE OF ADVERTISING (RSAV)
RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE
TEXAS 78148

Service

is

I

.

/
. /
/
/

I

A new Federal Job
Information and Test Center has
been established in Tacoma,
acc_ording to Dean Owens,
Director of Placement.
The office will provide the
public with information about
applying for federal jobs and to
answer similar inquiries about
working for the federal
government.
The office is located in Room
6~0, Washington Building, 1019
Pacific Ave. across the street
from the main Tacoma Post
Office.

planning. The problem is
preconceptions can · influence
one's beliefs and long . range
planners tend to give directors
what they want to hear.
For instance, one person could
have caused the world to be
destroyed when chemical weed
killers were sent to Southeast
Asia in tankers.
The sinking of just one of
those tankers would have killed
all plant life in the Pacific
Ocean, which produces a large
percentage of all oxygen in the
world, . within a 5 to 10 year
period.

"Ecology is a dying
movement," Frank Herbert,
Earth Week speaker, said.
Thursday in the SUB.
Herbert is a professor at the
University of Washington and
has won many awards for his
science fiction books.
The reason ecology is dying as
a movement, according to
Herbert, is · the massive
government agencies and the loss
of interest for the most part of
the public. ·
Government, corporl:ltions and
service industries now build
according to long ra~ge

President Richard M. Nixon
and South Dakota Sen. George
McGovern are running neck and
neck in the 1972 Presidential
race, according to a poll of 91
college newspaper editors
conducted by the Associated
Collegiate Press, Minneapolis,
.
Minn.
Although each received 23.1
percent of the total vote, 86. 9
percent of the students believe
Nixon will win in November.
Sen. Edmund Muskie came in
third in the total vote with 16.5
percent, but most of the
students (69.3 percent) said he
would receive the Democratic
nomination. However, only 2.2
percent said he would win in
· November.
Sen. Hubert Humphrey has a
chance at the Democratic
nomination according to 14.3
percent of the students, and 11
percent thought McGovern
would be nominated.
George Wallace, whose
strength was shown in the
Florida and Wisconsin primaries,
did not receive any votes from
~my of the editors.

(please print)
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Dr. Wise ~d Erickson both said
that any suggestions are
appreciated as they want to
offer students as good a service
as they can.

one menu in a pleasant eating
atmosphere with tablecloths and
music.
Dr. Don Wise, dean of
students and SUB director, said
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Student _fight out-of-state fees
by Mark Groszhans
staff writer

'

'

A Western Washington State
College student is about to
initiate a court case that may
gain national significance in the
dropping of unequal tuition
rates for out-of-state students.
Mike Farris, a junior political
science major, believes Western's
out-of-state tuition and fees are
unconstitutional and he -has
gained the backing of the
Be llingham chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU).
ACLU accepts case
The Bellingham ACLU chapter
has requested the ACLU state
legal committee in Seattle to
accept the case in sueing the
state.
Farris believes the triple
amount charged in tuition a~
fees to out-of-state students can
only be a demonstration of
favoritism of the·state legislature
towards its own citizens.

Farris said that the basic
rationale behind a high
out-of-state tuition is because
these students don't add tax
money to the state colleges and
universities.
' .
However, Farris said, the
student who pays this tuition
must pay a sales ta~ on all
purchases.
In addition, the student must
purchase a Washington driver's
license, pay property .tax on all
land and is eligible to rec.eive
welfare regardless of his length
of state residency.
A person attending college,
Farris said, comes under the
equal protection claim.
Therefore, the student is under.
state jurisdiction and entitled to·
laws stated in the 14th
amendment.
Definition of non-resident
A legislative bill signed by
Gov. Dan Evans in February
stated what a non-resident was.
The bill said a non-resident must
remain that during his college

WE REPAIR VW's

Alternatives
career, because he is only in the
According to the UW Daily a
state for educational purposes.
The bill has since been number of things could be done
am en d e d t o r ea d that. if requirements for residency fail
non-residents could be in the courts.
considered legal residents after
one year if they register to vote
1. Make interstate
and buy a state driver's license.
agreements which require
' This stiffer requirement for
states exporting a surplus
state re&idency is an attempt to
of students over tlfe
protect revenues.
number they import to
Students now may set up
pay receiving states the
almost immediate residence
cost of education surplus.
wherever they attend school.
Only Georgia, New Mexico and
2. Award lower tuition
Washing ton have stiffer
rates to students if they or
residency requirements.
their parents have paid ,
The court case may result in a
taxes a given number of
ruling that high out-of-state
years.
tuition and fees are
unconstitutional. If this does
3. Allow students who
occur the 197 3 session of the
stay in Washington after
Washington Legislature would· be
graduation to pay · less
faced with crucial questions on
tuition through refunds or·
funding of higher education.
by requiring less than full'

payment
tuition.

of

deferred.

4. Raise tuition for all
students or increase
appropriations while
letting tuition alone. The
state would be faced with
support of students who
add nothing td the state
tax roles. As Washington
schools improved, more
out-of-state students
would be educated here.
The legislature also could
initiate legislation, according to
State Rep. John Rabel, that the
student's tuition be equal to the
cost of his education.
Tuition differe~tials then
would be based on the
difference of educational cost of
the various departments on
campus, Rabel said.

CustodiOn gains own office
by Dave Larson
feature editor
What do you do with a room
that's only 14 inches wide and 6
feet tall? It's not really enough
space to use for storage or for an
office.
Unless, of course, the man
occupying that office is only
four feet eleven. ·
That's just the case. George
Wheeler, SUB custodian, was
recently granted his own office
in the outer office of Dale
Widner, Joint Student Fees
accountant.
That office is 14 inches wide,
6 feet high and 3112 feet deep.
"It's just a little bitty narrow
place. It ain't really big enough

to put anything in," said
Wheeler.
Actually the "office" cam:
about when, after the . recent
remodeling of the old SUB
Maze, a little room was created
with a door.
"It was there and it didn't
really provide enough space for
storage or much else," said
Widner.
Widner also explained that
because of the size of the room
and George's size, it was decided
that he could best use it as
"office" space.
"George kept saying 'That's
just ·right for ine' so Dr. Don .,,
Wise and I decided to buy a
nameplate for the door," said
the accountant.

The dollar nameplate will
simply say "George's Office".
f!eorge indicated that
furniture may include a few
mops and a broom. "Probably
the cheapest office they got
around here," said the
custodian.
When George was asked what
he thought ·about the new office
space-, he replied, "It's fine and
it's just about iny size."
"If I had · a secretary though,
she'd have to be awful slim,"
George remarked.
Wheeler has been a SUB
custodian for about 10 years.
"Before that I worked on farms
and ranches, and this is the first
time I've had an office," he
concluded.

ASC ·desk offers information
by Debbie Berto

staff writer
The Legislative Information
Desk was first a good idea, then
a weak attempt and now a
.forgotten effort. ·
Last quarter the legisl~ture ·
agreed to set up an information
desk to ·try to interest students
. in what was happening in
student government.
For two consecutive
Wednesdays the booth appeared
in the SUB. Of the six hours it
was there the legislators talked
to a few people-usually on
topics other than ASL.

HONDA XL-250
*
*

*

Four Valve OHC Single Cylinder
Magnesium Engine Cases
l.\luminum Wheels
5-Speed Transmission
.,
.

Johnson's

I

It was a weak attempt and a

complete flop but it was a try.
Now even that is gone. The
students have a right to know.
The information table (or
booth or desk or whatever)
could serve a double purpose.
Legislators need feedback from
the students on controversial
issues.

The 'legislature often backs a
policy or program as
representatives of the student
body. They passed a motion
recently to back the ASC
executives in their Joint Student
Fees budget proposal.
From the lack of discussion on
the topic one would venture to
say that most of the legislators
were confused.
The legislators agreed to go on
record as giving their support
without an attempt to find out
how their constituents felt.
Maybe an information table
would be a way of finding out.

SPRING SALE

JUST _AR-IVED!

*

Few students were even aware
that a legislator was there ready
and willing to answer questions ..
The only way of knowing was a
12" x 18" sign up near the
ceiling reading "ASL
Information".

1

Wool and Wool Blends
54" Wide. Reduced 20%
Polyester double knits
Selected group of Winter
Weights and Colors.
CLEARANCE
Banded Acrylics and Knlts 54" Wide

SALES & SERVICE

.

Values to $5.50

Slt98
6. yd •
T

. 925-3146

the

FABRIC SHOP

407 N. Pearl-962-2204
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NeVttspapers, ·TV facts different
Fees controversy set straight
, by Sandi Dolbee
news editor

proposed to cut 4.5 percent on
the long range budget and take it
all out of athletics. This would
have hurt athletics more than
the recent cut.
One of the big 1 complaints
about the athletics cut is that it
was cut $24,000 from its
original request.
In this light, however,!
according to Harrison, music was
cut over 100 per cent over its
original request and Ethnic
Studies was cut over 300 per cent
·of its original request.
In actuality, compared to this
year's budget for each area of
the long range budget, most will
:remain about the same except
for fine arts which was cut $500
and of course athletics.
Travel Monies
To help counteract this
$7 ,500 cut, Harrison said that he
will make available $4,000 out
of his budget for national travel.
In the past, according to
Harrison, the teams have had to
raise the money for national
travel themselves.
·
But, the big ace in the hole so
to speak, seems to be the cry
that athletics cannot operate
sufficiently on the money that
they will be given. The
department already is talking of
cutting five sports.
When faced with this charge,
Harrison stated brisquely,
"Geiry Hover, Recreations
Coordinator, ran a better
program with a $10,000 cut
than was run the year before. If
the athletic department is as
great as they say it · is then I
don't think it will roll over and
die."
The debate still goes on and
only time will tell the real story.
Right now, an added question is
whether or not the Board of
Trustees will approve the long
range budget as it stands with
the athletic cut.
The Board meets June 12 to
decide.
Some contend that the Board
will not approve it while others
disagree. All Harrison wants to
,say is that it will give them a
"fair hearing."

In the past few weeks
numerous newspapers and
television stations have picked
up the recent athletics cut
controversy ... and there
seemed to be different stories,
with different facts in each of
them, at least according to both
Steve Harrison, ASC president,
and Dan O'Leary, ASC executive
vice president.
"I wish somebody would just
set the record straight and tell
everydne why we did what we
did," sighed Harrison, who is
also a member of the Joint
Student Fees Committee.
The committee recently voted
to cut athletics in their long
range budget by $7 ,500 le~ than
what the program was given this
year.
This cut sent shock waves
through the school and alumni
association from the minute it
was presented.
'Had to be done'
But, according to Harrison, ·
this cut was what had to be done
if the ASC long range budget
still was going to represent .the
basic needs of the students as a
whole.
Two new ·programs, he said,
wanted to be funded. Academic
Advisement and Ethnic Studies
were th~ ·two programs which
wotdd have gone down the tube
if money wasn't available, .
according fo Harrison.
There are approximately 10
areas under the long ' range
budget that need money, 'he
added. Drama, music, recreation,
and fine arts are some of these .
areas which are funded annually
under the long .range budget.
"We have to equate the
amount of money with the
amount of ·interest," Harrison
said.
For instance, they wanted to
give recreation more · money for
its programs such as the rental
shop. Besides, he added,
recreation is the only area that is
turning money back into the
ASC from their profits.
Originally, he continued, Tom
Dudley, _the past ~~C president,

.POOL %·PRICE! !
1-7 pm M 'o nday-!hursday.
~

~

P'rice All .D ay. Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Price for Two Persons, .Each

Don Wise and Steve Harris0n ponder Joint student Fees budget,.

FIEE PICl·UP &

3rd & Pine .

DELIVERY SERICE

Downtown

"

Prlenclly, Courteous hrvlce
WaterpNOft"8 ·Leather Goocls ·Hats·
Knits • Piiiows • Reweaving • Moth ·Proofing
Repairs - Drapery Cleanlng
CUAN ONLY SERVICE (By The Pound)
(Spotting Included)

.ED'S CLEANERS
925-1688

301 ·N. Pine

CWSC . Depart of ·
SPEECH and DRAMA
....:. presents LYSISTRATA
(A Greek Comedy About War & Peace)

McConnell Auditorium 8:30 ·PM
April 20, 21, 22, 27, 28 & 29, 1.972
ADMISSION! Students 75c ·

Additional Person 25• Extra

Adults $l.50 ·
'

RACK-N-CUE

•

<

CWSC Students--Free With
1105 E. 10th - 925-9785

ASC Card

AH YES-Crier photographer Gary
Stewart's camera caught this bit of
friendly discussion between Central track
coach Tom Lionvale and OCE mentor
Don Spinas. The discussion was about the
120 yard high hurdle race that was ~

over because of a dog running onto the
track when the race, which an OCE runner
originally won. When the race was re-run, THAT'S THAT-Central track Tom
Wildcat Steve Berg won. Thus, the Lionvale strides back to the action at
discussion. (Photo by Stewart)
Saturday's track meet against Oregon
College of Education after personally

escorting a dog out of the stadium ..The dog
interrupted the 120 yard high hurdles, but
the Wildcats won the big dual meet 86-77.
(Photo by Stewart)

Cindermen subdue OCE Wolves

by Chris B.oushey
sports writer

Slichter's time of 4:24.6 was
In the long jump, the race was Fordney of OCE who
threesome of Dave Walker, Craig holds th~ national NAIA best his personal lifetime best.
Jones and Tim Guglomo swept time with a clocking of 9:26. Garlock's winning time ~as
In one of the weirdest track the slate with Walker pulling Saturday he won in 9:31.5.
4:21.1
meets ever seen in this area, th,e first with a disapointing jump of
Al Wells of Central qualified
Now that the crowd had been
big showdown between last 23' 1/<i".
for the nationals with a clocking -dozing off it was time to wake
,year's Evergreen Conference
He had jumped 25' last week of 9:44.1 in a second place them up and that is exactly what
.champions, Oregon College of but must only have been out for finish.
happened.
Education, and Central came off the points Saturday.
Thins settled down, at least
Just as the entrants in the 120
in fine fashion.
Central lost their first first for awhile, as Pohl of OCE won high hurdles had gone halfway
The me.et, run under the best place in the hammer · with . the javelin with a toss of 225'3". down the stretch out of the
of conditions (the wind really Kenady of OCE winning that
Central's 440 relay team of stands came another dog which
didn't blow), was close all the event.
Walker, Bob Knies, Mike
Behrbaum
and Dave Slavens won ran right in front of the runners
way to -the finish with Central
Then the fun started.
and nearly was hit.
pulling out the victory 86-77.
On the second lap of the that event by over a second with
The race was protested by
This win puts Central in the steeplechase, a small dog decided a time of 42.0.
Meanwhile in the shot, Central and run over again. It
driver's seat for the conference he wanted to run with the
championships.
runners so away he went. He Central's big man and holder of was truly different to see a race
Through the first four events, started in fourth place but by two school records, Bill Harsh being run over again.
In track one doesn't get a
the hammer, long jump and pole the time the group of runners lost out to Kenady of OCE.
vault, the meet seemed to be had covered half a lap, the dog Harsh's toss of 52'8" was two second chance. But Saturday
gliding along in a close knit had gained the lead and away he feet short of Kenady's toss of Central did and after losing the
54'8".
protested, dog infested first race,
pattern.
went.
In the mile run, with no clear they came screaming back in the
. Ray Payne won the pole vault
After a hearty lap the dog
going 14'6" and missed three decided he's watch again and he favorite, Garlock of OCE was second race to win it.
pushed at the wire by freshman
Steve Berg grabbed first in
times at 15'1", which would left the track.
have given him a new school
None of the runners were Paul Slichter who came from 15.3 seconds. Track Coach Tom
record.
affected and the winner of the third to second on the last lap. Lionvale was seen personally
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . , escorting that dog to the exit.
From then on it was a normal
track meet, save for the windless
day.
Guglomo won the triple jump
going 44 '10", Bob Knies won
the 440 with 'a time of 49.6 and

Beer

No. 1 in sales.

Harsh came back to win the
discus with a heave of 159'.
In the high jump Davis of OCE
won going 6'5" and in the 100
dash Steve Slavens left everyone
alone winning in 9.9 with Mike
Behrbaum second in 10.1
Bruce Vogel of OCE won the
880 in 1:53.5, the fastest time
recorded yet this year in the
Northwest. Vince Konisgberger
was second for the Wildcats in
1:54.7.
Behrbaum also set a new
Northwest mark in the 440
intermediate hurdles with a time
of 53.8.
Central had enough points to
win the meet after the 220 dash
where S. Slavens turned in the
second fastest time in the
Northwest of 22.0.
The cinderman he beat holds
the fastest time this year.
In the three mile Bill Bloom
placed second with a time of
14:58.8 and in the last event of
the day OCE won a squeaker in
the mile relay with a time of
3:20.7.
_Coach Lionvale was
unavailable for comment after
the meet, but from the smiles in
the locker room, it was obvious
all w~re happy.

873,600 bottles returned
1971-'72 in Ellensburg

50 4

FOR NON-RETURNABLE BOTTLES
ONLY LUCKY Does This.
HIGHEST IN QUALITY!

GROVER & WILSON

LOWES? IN PRICE!

_Sunday 6:30 to 11 :30
NOW PLAYING

T.-Sat. 8:30-1 :30:.
Sun.' 6i3 1··1 :30

FIRST TO RECYCLE IN THE US

Recycle 8:00 to 3:00 Fridays

Cascade Beverage Co.
703-Wenas

--

~~

925-3432

"South Interchange
1700 Canyon Rood

Ellembur9
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Netters split with

Eastern, Seattle U
by Bill Irving
sports writer

Wednesday's and Friday's
opponent.s of the men's tennis
squad offered a case in point of
the extremes of tennis ability.
Mid-week the netters crushed
Eastern Washington College 9-0
on their courts but stepped out
of their league when they
suffered their first setback of the
season to Seattle University, 8-1
on Friday.
Without the loss of a set and
only one match in doubt the
'Cats thumped the Savages.
Number one singles Ken Van
Amburg remained unbeaten with
a 6-2, 6-4 victory over Wally
Tobey and Mark Morrill
remained in the same position
with a 6-2, 6-1 thumping of
Mike Ammundsen.
Mike Whitney filled in for the
ill Leon Matz at number three
singles and decisioned EW's John
Jenft 6-4, 6-3.
Rusty Dyer was a 6-4, 6-3
conqueror of Jim Brouhard but
Bill Irving was pressed to 7-5,
7-5 to beat Steve Wagstaff at the
fifth spot.
Jon Hyink put the final
touches to the singles with a 6-2,
6-2 victory over Jack Bunnell.
Van Amburg-Morrill
continued their unbeaten streak
with a 6-2, 6-2 win over
Tobey-Ammundsen and the
makeup team of Whitney-Hyink
had little trouble with
J enft-Brouhard beating them
6-3, 6-2.
Third do1,1bles Dyer-Irving
whipped Wagstaff-Dave -Praynor
6-4, 6-3.
Friday the 'Cats got their first
substantial challenge of the
season and found out the hard
way it was too substantial. All

but one unbeaten skein was shot
to pieces against SU.
All matches but one were
played indoors because of the
Ellensburg "breeze."
Van Am burg pushed the
number three ranking Northwest
player, Mike Prineas, to a 6-3,
6-4 count.
Morrill saved at least six match
points (points on which he
would have lost the match) at
the second singles spot but fell
to the Chieftains' Warren
Farmer, 6-4, 6-4.
Number three Matz returned
to action and turned in one of
two three set , losses of the
afternoon.
John Galbraith did the job in
6-7, 6-4, 6-4 fashion and
Whitney · fell in the other three
setter to Gary Danklefson, 4-6,
6-2, 6-3.
Dyer lost his match with Mark
Soriano after he won the first set
6-0 but had to default when he
ran into the fencepost while
chasing a lob.
Number six Hyink found Dave
Merrill too tough and lost a 6-2,
6-1 decision.
Van Amburg-Morrill pulled a
shocker by upsetting the top
duo of Prineas-Farmer 6-4, 6-4
to continue undefeated.
Matz-Whitney fell 6-1, 6-2 to
Danklefson-Galbraith at the
second spot and the third
doubles pair of Bill-Dick Irving
succumbed 6-0, 6-2 to
Soriano-Merrill.
All in all it was a respe.ctable
showing against the Seattle
netters as two contests went the
third set route and a number
were fairly close in straight sets.
Dean Nicholson's netters host
a return engagement with
Eastern 's Savages tomorrow at
2:30 p.m.

Women second
by Bill Irving
sports writer

Saturday the women netters
hosted the University of
Washington and Washington
State University and· came in
second.
WSU won the affair beating
Central 3-2, after both the
Cougars and the 'Cats blanked
the Huskies' women 5-0.
Against UW, the 'Cats were
impressive in winning all the
matches with the loss of only
one set.
Number one singles Diane
R~ssell easily defeated Ann
Hesse, 6-2, 6-0 . and Susi
Hendricks did the same to Jan
Comstock, 6-1, 6-1.
Paula Williams took the third
spot with a 6-1, 6-4 sweep of
Marilyn Bachman.
New doubles pairs . Susan
Yaden-Lorene Sjostrand
squeaked out a hard fought 6-2,
8-10, 6-3 victory over the
Huskies' Diane Prigge-Joleen
Kelleher and the second team of
Debbie Pinget-Joan Lansing
whipped Luanne Luehrs-Sue
Hawly 6-4, 6-3.
· Later that afternoon . the
Central women suffered their
first loss of the early season, to
the WSU netters.
Leading the fine singles
showing was Russell with a
convincing 6-3, 6-3 victory over
Donna Fager.
At number two Hendricks fell
6-1, 6-3 but Williams continued
her unbeaten streak with an easy
6-1, 6-2 decision of the Cougars'
Kathy Clement.

The 'Cats upset hopes fell by
the wayside as they dropped
-both pairs contests. First
doubles Yaden-Sjostrand lost to
the talented and experienced
duo of Carol Campbell-Carol
Thomas 6-0, 6-3 and second pair
Pinget-Lansing fell to Gayle
Lantz-Christie Morgan 6-1, 7-5.
Central's women's Coach,
Eilene Nannay, offered praise to
a couple individuals and the
team as a whole.
"Diane (Russell) played real
well today" and "Paula
(Williams) played her usual
consistent self."
Of the new doubles pair,
Yaden-Sjostrand, she said, "I
think they played as well as they
could have considering they're
inexperienced doubles partners."
The duo hadn't played
together up until last week''s
practices.
Nannay says she has pretty
much established where
everyone will play saying,
"We're getting more stabilized
now."
Saturday's lineup is the way it
will stay pretty much, said
Nannay.
·
Tomorrow the women travel
to Pasco to take on Columbia
Basin College hoping to improve
on their 2-1 record.

Sports
Six, in a row

Baseballe~
by Roger Underwood

sports editor
Two weeks ago, Central's
baseball team, defending
Evergreen Conference
champions~ looked
to be
anything but champions as they
absorbed three losses to
conference favorite Oregon
College.
Their ace pitcher, Dave
Heaverlo, got shelled by the
Wolves in the first game, which
was close until the first inning,
and the Wildcat's offensive
machine generated about as
much power as a couple of
anemic mice on a fanbelt.
They were 0-3 in league play,
5-8-1 on the season, and in
trouble.
But this week, after a
complete about face which six
consecutive EvCo victories can
lend testimony to, the 'Cats are
coming and coming fast.
The most recent chapter of
the Central comeback story
includes a three -game sweep of
for mer conference leader
Eastern Oregon, 38 hits, 26 runs
and the emergence Of a young
ph~nomenon, Gordie Peterso~.
· The 38 hits added up to the
26 runs, · which the Wildcats
unselfishly divided into bunches
of eight, six and twelve (while
limiting their opponents to
three, four and five), and
Peterson, a freshman southpaw
from South Kitsap came on in
the last inning of both Saturday
games to save Gary Frederick's
crew from possible disaster.
It all started, however, on
Friday in a frigid wind that had
both the hitters fists and the
fan's ears stinging.
Heaverlo, the stellar
.right hander, went the distance
for his third win of the year
striking out eight and
confributing two of his club's 14
hits.
He also proved in the sixth
inning that he is human by
walking the Mounties leadoff
hitter, then obligingly serving up
a tantalizing change-up to Bill
Burns who lofted the ball into
the wind and over the rightfield
fence.
That two-run shot put EOC
momentarily back in the game at
5-3 (they were behind) and they
were so elated that they built a
fire in a trash can behind their
bench to celebrate.
They couldn't take a spark
with them to the plate, however,
a8 they mustered only two more
hits off Heaverlo for the game.
The Wildcats, however, kept
right on hitting and scoring to
win going away.
After spot~ing the visitors a

Students Attention:
Get typewriters checked now
Pressure cleaned, oiled, new ribbon-

•11 so

GEORGE'S ·OfflCE MACHINE CLINIC
4.21' N,. Pearl Street

925-6266

sweep EOC

1-0 lead in the third inning, they
built the 5-1 advantage with a
three run burst in the third and
two more in the fifth.
After Burns' homer closed it
to 5-3, the 'Cats got two more
counters in the seventh and a
lone tally in the eighth.
Saturday's twin-bill was
unique in that, if for no other
reason, it was played in nice
weather. Williams, Utecht,
Hophes, Bob Kelley and Jirri
Thompson prov_ided the
firepower that propelled the
'Cats to the 6-4, 12-5
double-dip.
In the opener, Central scored
three runs in the first inning to
give an indication o! what was to
come. EOC battled back to tie it
off starter Greg Schulte at 4-4 in
the top of the fifth, but the
'Cats won it in the bottom of
· the frame.
When the Mounties threatened
in the seventh, Peterson came in
for the first of his two saves and
shut the visitors down.
The nightcap found Central
trailing 5-3 going into the
bottom of the fifth inning, but

the hosts exploded for nine runs
to put it away. Williams' bases
,loaded triple keyed the deluge as
the Wildcats sent 14 hitters to
the plate in the big inning.
When starter Don Ward tired
in the seventh, Peterson came on
,and struck out the side with two
men on.
JOBS ON SHIPS! MEN.
WOMEN. Perfect summer
job or career. No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Send
$2.00 for information.
Seafax, Box 1239-WD,
Seattle, Washington 98111.

'
;

MILK
FRESH GRADE A
• 44 cents ~ gallon
Homo-past

~

Gal. 48c

Open 3-6:30 Daily

Service Without
A Service
Charge
Airline & Rallroad

NANUM VUE DAIRY
Kittitas Highway 962-257!

SAVE AT BILL;S 66 SAVE AT BILL'S 66 SAVE AT BILltS 66

Savings For YOU
Spend your money where
~

~

it goes the farthest

.=
Free lube with oll and filter change• $1 49
c Spin on Fiiters·
,
~
>
> Bulk oil:
c
39•
:J
"'
~

~

ii
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Ill

QUART

:g

Penzoil
"' Havoline oil

:..
~
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~
Ill

>
c

"'

oO
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Your Choice

QUART

Savings Available To You Eevery Day.
Check our prices on wheels & Tires,
Lowest Prices In This Area.
Tires Avallable 6"-10" Sizes,
Wheels Available 5%"-10" Sizes.

.."'

·~,

ii
·~
Ill

>

~-

Check With Biii On The
Lowest Prices.
lf101111o,~ .

..,.1'••,.

~·

1\' •• 'Headers

Tune-Ups
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~
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FOr returning students

Meal plan offers
'Something for all'

Rents remain same

tY,pe of housing to another, he
will be charged the latest
established rate for that type of
Housing and Food Services at housing but the rate will not be
Central has instituted several increased as long_as there would
changes in its program, be continous housing.
The only exception to the
according to Wendell Hill,
continuous occupancy rate would
director of Auxiliary Services.
Any student who maintain~ be for those who live in
continuous occupancy in either residence halls and single student
residence halls, single student apartments during the summer
apartments or married student session.
During this session the
apartments will not have their
room and board rate or rent occupants of these two types of
housing would be charged the
increased.
The continuous bccupancy · will rate established for summer
not be considered broken if a session.
student does ·not attend summer .
Freshmen are now -permitted
quarter or is living elsewhere to live in co-educational
while enrolled in a college residence halls, however, they
program such as. student cannot live in Barto or
teaching, education Stephens-Whitney, which is for
department's "Option · C" and sophomores and upper classmen.
the Mexico program.
Anderson Hall is being
If a student .moves from one converted into single student
by Mike McComas

staff writer

apartments, opening next fall4,
and will be available for single
upper class m~n and women.
Courson Hall also will be co-ed
next fall.
Students who live in college
residence halls and single student
apartments may remain on
campus between fall and winter,
winter and spring and spring and
summer quarters without char~e.
Occupants of Bart-o,
Stephens-Whitney and all
apartments may remain in these
units between quarters. Other
students will move to facilities as
determined by the housing
office. There will be no meals
between quarters.
When school is in session free
rides are available from the
Greyhound Bus Depot to the
college Sunday afternoon
evening and Monday holidays.

Something for everybody, says ·
Wendell Hill, director of
Auxiliary Services, referring to .
the new six~meal plan..
Previously, there were four
meal plans available.
These were all three meals
seven days a week, all meals five .
days a week (for the person who :
goes home on weekends), lunch:
and dinner seven days a week, .
and lunch and dinner five day~ a
week.
Now the following meal plans
are offered: breakfast and dinner i
Monday through Friday, plus
brunch and dinner on Saturday .
and Sunday and ·breakfast and :
dinner Monday through Friday. :
The Food Services program
also offers a continental

LOOK· OUT FOR OUR

TAPE SALE
Coming Up at

FOUR SEASONS

breakfast for late risers which is
served mid-morning and an a la .
carte service, which is served
from late morning until
mid-afternoon.
Hill said that last year . there
was one meal plan which
included 20 meals a w:eek with
no breakfast on Sunday.
In addition to the meal plans
mentioned a high-protein,
1ow-carbohydrate diet is
available for weight-watchers.
Also available are diets
prescribed by doctors.
The Food Services program
has ~xtended to make eating in
the dining halls more convenient
for students. Because of student
request, carbonate_d beverages
also are available in the dining
halls.

MONEY
SAVER
DISCOUNT
STORE
~~

505 N; PINE
IN ELLENSBU.

RG.-P~r:

9.._ • ., ... ,~~
. . - ... .,..::;:·.,
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-
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(Across From The
Thunderbird)

Open 7 Days A Week
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PACIFIC TRAIL

10· SPEED WIND JACKET

(or PACIFIC TRAIL WINDBRE.AKER()
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•

bicycle p,r1ces
6\4 ,95 TO l85.00
·, r

FREE

1 YEAR GUARENTEE
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.
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